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NOW
you see it
Submersible cage sinks in under two minutes
to keep fish safe from ice and storms

C

anadian fish farmer Mike Meeker has always found his own solutions to the problems of farming rainbow trout in the Great Lakes.
Since he started, off Manitoulin Island on Lake Huron, in 1984, his
home-made net pens have continuously evolved from the wooden
structures he first knocked together using logs cut in the bush and nets
he’d sewn himself.
‘It’s been 30 years of making mistakes and fixing them,’ he said, but
contending with the force of nature on the lakes, where 30ft waves and
ice floes of more than a square mile are not uncommon, demanded
something more than ever stronger cages.
When he had to stand by helplessly and watch, for the second time,
his investment destroyed by ice he vowed to come up with a system that
would eliminate the risks.
The result was his first submersible cage, designed by Meeker about 15
years ago and used by ‘just about everybody’.
Now he has come up with a new version - the StormSafe Submersible that is better suited to cultivating fish in more exposed locations.
‘This was designed for myself and for the industry here in Ontario and
there was no thought of going elsewhere until a whole bunch of people
heard about it and saw it,’ Meeker told Fish Farmer after returning from
the sixth Offshore Mariculture conference in Barcelona, where he gave a
presentation.
He seems to have stirred up considerable international interest in his
invention, which can be completely submerged in under two minutes. He
encountered none of the usual scepticism and said he had ‘very serious
enquiries’ from South Africa, Denmark, Finland, Indonesia, the US and
the Gulf of Mexico.
The StormSafe is a hexagon with vertical spars that are far more wave
resistant than standard floating horizontal tubes.
‘No matter how strong the horizontal floats are they are always buckling and moving and twisting and big waves put an enormous amount of
pressure on the hinges,’ said Meeker.
‘But the big problem here is moving ice. In the spring we can get 40
inches of solid ice on the lake. As it melts, you get massive ice floes and if
they hit those cages it’s all over.’
Above: Assembling the
The advantage of StormSafe, said Meeker, is that it can be submerged
StormSafe Submersible
quickly – in one minute and 43 seconds to be precise – by opening one
valve.
‘It’s lowered and raised by air, with a five or 10 horse gas powered air
compressor hooked to a manifold that controls the air flow to each of
the vertical spars; you can lift the cage very simply.’
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The pen can rest on the surface, be raised
above the surface for easy cleaning, and then
be submerged, to five feet below the surface,
100 feet down, or sit on the bottom.
It takes about five minutes to bring it back to
the surface and the procedure is so straightforward that Meeker’s three-year-old grandson has
operated it.
‘You can do it remotely from anywhere, and
you can also tie it in with a buoy that measures
wave height and if it gets over 2m that buoy
would open that valve and it would automatically sink.’
Has his new design been tested commercially?
‘Yes, though it doesn’t need to be tested for
growing fish, I’ve been doing that for 30 years.
What needed to be tested was to see how it
performed in 100km winds, and it was tested
last year in some of the worst weather we’ve
had in the fall (splash ice and frazil ice and
frozen ice).
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“

When this is on the surface, farmers can do
all the things they normally do

”

‘We get a couple of storms every fall now. Things have changed. We’re
also getting changed ice conditions in the fall which makes it advantageous to be able to sink the cage quickly.
‘I wanted it to be easy and then failsafe. I have good people working for
me but most of the bad things that happen in aquaculture are because of
operators making mistakes.
‘It doesn’t matter if you have good people, someone just has to be
distracted or have a bad day. With this cage, you open the valve and you
cannot screw up, it’s not a matter of adjusting and fine-tuning and having
to pay attention to a sequence of actions. You open the valve and walk
away and it sinks in a minute and 30-40 seconds; it’s safe.’
Meeker also insists his system is production friendly, a key consideration Above: Mike Meeker
for him and his company Meeker Management Services.
‘There are some damn good cages out there that submerse and have
been used in the open ocean but they weren’t designed to be production
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friendly. They are not easy to work on in the day
to day things that a farmer like myself does.
‘I love the aquapods, I actually have one, but
they are a son of a gun to work on. Neil [Anthony Sims, aquapod creator] was enormously
impressed with StormSafe, and said it was
production friendly.
‘When this is on the surface, farmers can do
all the things they normally do, feed the fish,
send divers in, everything they do now they can
do with this, it’s the same.
‘It has a stable walking surface and stable and
strong hand rails, everything that they are used
to doing, this cage operates the same.
‘If they use a barge and a crane to harvest
they still can, if they use a fish pump, they can
use one with this. If they hand dip you can do
that too.’
There are biological benefits in moving further
offshore, said Meeker, and he believes his pen
can help promote fish health and fish growth.
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It has a system of tarpaulins which can be
pulled down between the spars to isolate the
fish from algal blooms or other outside contaminants.
Meeker has an engineering background
and worked on his designs with the National
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Above: Calm before
the storm. Below: The
vertical spars are wave
resistant.

Research Council in Canada. An Ontario company, Kropf, builds the cages
for him.
A larger, octagonal shaped cage can be built too, doubling capacity. And
cages with shorter spars are available for shallower locations.
But it’s not just technical solutions that Meeker is concerned with, and
it’s not just natural obstacles farmers are up against.
Although the definition of what is offshore is debatable, and was
debated at the Barcelona conference, Meeker believes that the situation
farmers face in Ontario is mirrored all over the world.
‘I said in my talk that we’ve proved with 30 years of data that we’re not
having negative impacts on the sites we have. Despite that fact, we’re
not making a lot of headway with new sites so in my opinion we need
to move offshore.’
He has been president of the Ontario Aquaculture Association
‘forever’ – ‘I’ve been dealing with the top level bureaucrats in the
province, for example, the Minister of Natural Resources is in charge of
our licences in the province of Ontario and I’ve met with the last nine
personally.’
Farmers do not just want to expand their current operations but they
should also be looking into cultivating indigenous species, such as perch
and pickerel, which have seen their stocks decline drastically.
‘Obviously, it makes sense for us to grow those,’ said Meeker, ‘but
we’re having trouble getting the go ahead from the government, the
regulatory agencies, to do that.
‘If there’s a perceived problem, whether there is or not, it’s still a
problem. So moving offshore is where I’m going to move my company

We’ve proved with 30 years of
“
data that we’re not having negative
impacts on the sites
”
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and I think others will as well by necessity.’
Meeker has one hexagonal pen in the water, which he has been testing for the past year, and two more about to arrive. The pen is around
10,000 m3 and as Canada’s only certified organic grower of rainbow
trout he is limited to a 10 kilo per m3 density.
But he rears more trout in his other, non-organic operation, and produces about 14,000-15,000 tonnes a year.
His novel pens may have made him well known in the area and beyond but he is not giving up the day job.
‘I am a farmer and I will remain a farmer. You are the one with waves
crashing over your head, you are watching everything go bang crash
bang and you’re watching hinges pop, and you say this is not acceptable
and I have to do better. If better is not out there, you have to invent it
yourself. And that’s what I’ve done.
‘Aquaculture is a really small worldwide family and people talk to
who they know - it’s amazing how word spreads. I built the StormSafe
Submersible for here but feel it’s probably the best answer all around
the world.
‘I’m going to promote it by saying, ‘do you want to go to bed at night,
whether you are a farmer, an owner or an investor, knowing your cage
is exposed or knowing it’s 20ft down and not moving at all?’
He jokes that he’d like to come up with an even more fitting name,
such as ‘Sleepeasy’, saying he has gone to bed ‘many times over the last
30 years knowing my cages were getting hammered’.
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Clockwise from top left: Mike
Meeker and his team
put the StormSafe in
the water; the pen is
around 10,000m3

‘I live on site so I could hear them going bang
crash and it’s hard to sleep. When my cage was
submerged under the ice I slept at night.
‘I’m standing on my deck right now watching
a massive sheet of ice moving down the lake
and my cage is safely submerged and I don’t
have to think about it. I don’t even have an
ulcer anymore!’
Watch the StormSafe Submersible in action:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=msO0iKqK9Zw. FF
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